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Abstract

A Mon'.e Carlo program for generating QCD cascades, based on the colour dipole approx-
imation is presented. The program is an extension of the program ARIADNE 2, including
gluon splitting in the colour dipole formulation of QCD.
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1 Introduction

The perturbative QCD cascade can be formulated in two complementary, ways, either in terms of
quarks and gluons or in terms of colour dipoles (colour antennae) [1]. When constructing a Monte
Carlo program the latter formulation is more convenient, since t lie dipoles radiate essentially
independent of eachother.

It has been shown [2] that when a gluon is emitted from one dipole (e.g. from a quark-antiquark
pair produced in e+e~ annihilation) the subsequent emission of a softer gluon is given by two
independent dipoles, one stretched from the quark to the gluon and the other from the gluon to
the antiquark. There is also a correction term with the relative magnitude I/A',? corresponding
to radiation between the quark and the antiquark, which is neglected here.

We generalize this result so that the emission of one more gluon is given by three independent
dipoles etc. These dipoies then form links in a chain, î.cli that one gluon connects two dipolos
and one dipole connects two partons. The gluons are ordered in the dipole chain according (<>
their colour. This is in close correspondance with the Lund string model [3], where gluons acts
as transverse excitations (kinks) on a stringlike field. The breaking of a dipole into two dipoles
thus corresponds to one more kink on the string.

It has been suggested that the confined colour field behaves as a vortex line, similar to the
magnetic field in a type II superconductor [4]. The field of such a vortex line is the same as the
field of a chain of dipoles lined up along the vortex line [1]. If we believe in this picture, then the
colour dipole approximation of the QCD cascade would be a '"natural" formulation.

A previous paper [5] presents the Monte Carlo program ARIADNE 2 which generates QCD
cascades according to the colour dipole formulation. This program can be used for generat-
ing cascades not only in e+e~ annihilation (which is be handled already by the first program
ARIADNE [6]) but also in lepto production and hadro production.

The main difference between the treatment of e+e~ annihilation and lepto production is that
while in e+e~ both the quark and the antiquark are considered to be "hard" i.e. pointlike,
in lepto production only one end of the string (the struck quark) has participated in the hard
interaction and may be regarded as a point like object. The other end of the string (e.g. the rest
of the ha (Iron) is treated as an extended object. This leads to a supression of the gluon emission
in the backward direction, unless the transverse wavelength of the emitted gluon is of the same
order as the transverse extension of the emitting object. A detailed description of the model used
for ARIADNE 2 as well as comparisons with data, is presented in [7].

These previous programs dealt only with gluon emission. In a QCD cascade there is however
also the possibility that a gluon is split into a quark - antiquark pair. To implement this into the
colour dipole cascade picture is, however, not trivial. The program presented here is an update of
ARIADNE.2 in which the gluon splitting has been implemented according to the model described
briefly below and more extensively in ref. [8].
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Figure 1: a schematic picture of one of I lie diagrams involved

Thera are two subversions of the program presented here: ARIADNE 3.0 and ARIADNE 3.1.
They are essentially identical, fiie main difference being that while version 3.0 is intended to be
used together with the program JETbLT (5.3 (9], version 3.1 is adapted to the particle codes and
the new event record format of JETSET 7.1 [10]. Features special to version 3.1 are marked with
an '*'. Both versions are written entirely in FORTRAN 77.

Requests for the program as well as questions and comments can be sent to BITNET/EARN
address THEP@SELDC52.

2 A model for C > on Splitting

To include the gluon spli /- •, process in the dipole formulation we use the cross section of e+c~
— 7/Z —*• qq QQ , calcu a1 <*l by Elli;, Ross and Terrano [12j.

In the limit of small py
we obtain, after averap:
investigation of the ap •:

Jie gluon J/J and small invariant mass S23 of the emitted QQ pair,
, over the angle of the QQ pair relative to the original qg\<j plane (an
/nations involved is given in [8])

da 1
(1

Here .TJ and .r^ are the * 'igy fractions of particles 1 and 4 and z is the light cone fraction of the
gluons momentum wliici is carried away by the 3-quark (for notations, see fig. 1).

This is eisily factorizable into one part rorresponding to the r/iy — qcj\ij emission and one part
corresponding to a splitting of the emitted gluon into the final QQ pair. As expected in this low
PT limit, the latter part reproduces correctly the Altarelli-Parisi splitting function.



There is evidently then a competition between the possibility to emit a new gluon by either one
of (lie dipoles generated by the emission of gt and to split g\ into a QQ pair. To compare t lie
two processes, we choose to divide the latter into two equal parts corresponding to each one of
the dipoles irrespectively of their size. This gives us

Here vj is the number of possible flavours and x^ and #3 is the energy fractions of the emitted
Q and Q in the dipoles center of mass. As usual, we have £ \ T ; — 2.

In all competing stochastic processes there is the question of ordering, which for the cascade
means whether emission or splitting should be done "first". This is treated by means of Sudhakov
formfactors. In conventional parton cascades (e.g. [9]) a virtuality is assigned to each parton and
the emission which results in partons with largest virtuality is clone first. In the dipole picture,
the i>r of the emitted gluon is the natural ordering variable. We use an invariant pj defined as

for a gluon. 2. emitted from a dipole between particles 1 and 3.

In order to compare with the gluon splitting process we use the same ordering variable also in
this ca.se. But since we in general no longer deal with massless particles we generalize it to

2 ( " 1 2 - ( » ' 1 + » ' 2 ) H 2 3 ( " ? 2 + " ' 3 ) ) . ..
Vt {•*)

" 1 2 3

There are other possible alternatives to define pj (see section 3.) and all of them give approxi-
matively tin same result.

In the program, a p\ and a rapidity y = 0.5hiy5^ l!> generated in accordance with the proper
Sudhakov formfactors for each dipole, for gluon emission and for each possible flavour of gluon
splitting. The different pj :s are compared and the largest one is picked out in each step, resulting
either in the splitting of a dipole into two (gluon emission) or the splitting of the chain of dipoles
into two independent chains (gluon splitting). The process is repeated until none of the pj :s are
above a given cutoff (KAR(3)) in COMMON /AROPTN/ see below)

3 Description of the program

ARIADNE consists of a large number of subroutines. Most of these are mainly used internally
by the program and are of no real interest for the ordinary user. They are however all described
briefly below, mainly to give the user some idea of iiow the program works.

In short ARIADNE works a,s follows: first the invariant pr of possible emissions from each dipole
is determined (ARDEPT) and the dipole giving the largest pj is picked out (ARCHDI). This is



then allowed to radiate a gluon (ARPLGL) or a QQ pair (ARPLQQ). This is repeated as leug
as the pT is larger than the cutoff (VAR(3) in COMMON /AROPTN/).

3.1 The main routines

• SUBROUTINE ARIADNE

The main routine in ARIADNE is simply called ARIADNE and is the only routine the
normal user lias to worn about, falling ARIADNE causes the program to search the event
record (see description of common block /LU.JETS/ [11] below) between entrys specified in
the /AROPTN/ common block (see below), to find one or more strings of dipoles. These
strings will then l>e made to cascade according to the colour dipole approximation.

The rcsnltini!, string is ready to l>e fragmented by a LUEXEC call [11].

• sri)Rorn.\K \KI:I:VT(IFL.ECM)

Generates a complete < +c~ annihilation event by first generating an initial qq par by calling
LUXIFL(IFLECM.ECMJFLC) [11]. then calling ARIADNE to generate a cascade and
finally calling LUEXEC [11] to fragment the resulting strings. ECM is the center of ina.ss
energy of the collision and IFL is the flavour code of the initial quarks to be created. 1FL=O
gives a mixture of all allowed flavours according to relevant probabilities.

• SUBROUTINE ARYALU

Writes out t ho values of the parameters and switches used in ARIADNE on the default
output file (set- COMMON /LUDATl/ [11] below).

3.2 Other routines

• SUBROUTINE ARPREP

Searches the event record for strings of dipoles to be treated and initializes the internal
dipole-oriented event record (COMMON /ARCONF/). All entries that are not part of any
string are not affected by ARIADNE. ARPREP checks that all strings are properly tagged
in the event record and that they are physically possible. If any error is discovered the
program is automatically stopped and an error message is printed on the default output
file.

• SUBROUTINE ARSEPA

Sols t lie parameters and swiches used in ARIADNE according to the strategy given by
IAK(O) in COMMON /AROPTN/. If no strategy is given, the user can specify parameters
and swiches in common block /AROPTN/ in which case ARSEPA checks that the values
of these are physically possible.

• SUBROUTINE ARDEPT

Generates pj and y for a possible emission from each dipole in the strings considered by
ARIADNE.



• SUBROUTINE ARCHDI(IOK)

Selects the dipole which, if allowed to emit., will give the highest \>j and checks thai it is
above cutoff (IOK=1 if above cutoff, =0 otherwise).

• SUBROUTINE AR3.JET(I)

This is the actual Monte Carlo part of the program. It generates the p-j- and y (or x\ and
x-j) of a possible emission from dipole I. It also determines wether the emission is a gluon
or a QQ emission.

• SUBROUTINE ARMCDI

• SUBROUTINE ARRNDX

• SUBROUTINE ARKNDY

• SUBROUTINE ARVETOi*)

Subroutines ;<«ed internally in AR3.JET.

• SUBROUTINE ARPLQQ

Performs the actual QQ emission from the dipole selected by ARCHDI.

• SUBROUTINE ARPLGL(NPL)

Performs the actual gluon emission from the dipole selected by ARCHDI. If NPL=0 the
possibility of having a recoil gluon when dealing with extended partons is neglected.

• SUBROUTINE ARORIE(NRE)

Used internally in ARPLQQ and ARPLGL to orient three partons in their center of mass
system, given the energy fractions (x\, X3) of the first and la.st of the three and given tin'
recoil strategy specified by NRE. NRE=0 orients the partons so that //j- of the first and
last parton is minimized. NRE=3(1) orients the first (last) particle along the (negative)
z-axis. NRE=2 gives same as NRE=3(1) with the propability ar'fta-jj). The azimuthal angle
is evenly distributed in all cases.

• SUBROUTINE ARBCCM

Used internally by A R I ' L G L and ARPLQQ to boost the chosen dipole to its center of mass.

. SUBROUTINE ARSPLGL(IG)

Expands the event record by splitting the gluon entry IG into a quark and an antiqiiark
entry.

• SUBROUTINE ARADDG(NG)

Expands the event record by adding NG gluon entries between the partons forming t lie
chosen dipole.

• SUBROUTINE ARESET

Boosts the dipoles created in the omission back to the original Lorenz frame ;.nd sets the
'"parent" \>j of the formed dipoles.



• SUBROUTINE ARROBO(THE,PHI,DBEX,DBEY,DBEZ)

Rotates THE and Pill and boosts DBEX, DBEY and DBEZ. A double precision version of
LUROBO [11]. Only particles JL to JU (COMMON /ARCONF/) are affected.

• SUBROUTINE ARCHEX(V)

If an emission involving extended partons has been made and an additional recoil gluon lias
been emitted, checks are made so that this gluon does not inhibit further radiation. If it
does it is removed, (see ref. [5])

• SUBROUTINE ARDICH(JD)

Determines some characteristics of a dipole .ID and places the information in COMMON
/ARCONF/.

• SUBROUTINE ARSTO(I)

Stoics a complete event in one of two memories in COMMON /ARMEMO/.

• SUBROUTINE ARRCL(I)

Recalls a complete event from COMMON /ARMEMO/.

• SUBROUTINE AREXMA<*>

Makes partons at the ends of a string massless if they are to bo treated as extended [5].

• REAL FUNCTION ARDIMA(I1,I2)

Determines the total invariant mass squared of particles II through V2.

• REAL FUNCTION ARINPT(I)

Calculates the invariant p\ of a possible emission from dipole I as given by AHMET. If (he
dipole has not been treated by AR3JET, the invariant fy of the particle i relating to the
adjacent particles in the string, defined as

2 _ (*i-i,i - ("'•-! + "'i)2)(•?!,i-n - (»'• +pt _ -

is given instead.

• SUBROUTINE ARGTYP(IJTYP)

Used by ARPREP to determine colour flow in strings. Determines the colour stale of a
given paticle I. Gives ITYP=(-)1 for particles considered to be in a (anti-) triplet state.
ITYP=2 for octet state and ITYP=0 for colour singlet particles.

• SUBROUTINE ARERR(IL.MESS)

Calls ARVALU, writes out an error message MESS on the default output file, calls LULIST
[11] (for 1L > 0) and stops the execution.

• SUBROUTINE ARWARN(IVV)

Prints a warning on the default output file, according to IVV. The same warning is only
written once.



3.3 Common blocks

• COMMON /ARCONF/ NF,NL,IO JL4U,NEL,NEU.NQL.NQV,PDIP(500,5),KDlP(500i»)

The dipole-oriented event record used in ARIADNE

NF(NL) The first (last) of the particles of the event record considered by ARIADNE.

10 The number of emissions done so far.

JL(JU) The line number of the first (last) parton in thedipole chosen to radiate by A IK 'II 1)1.

NSL(NSU) Set (by AUDICll) to 1 if the first (last) parton of this d i pole is to l><> con
extended, otherwise it is set to 0.

NQL(NQU) Set (by ARDICH) to 1 if the first (last) parton of this tli|>ole is a (ili-, anti-)
quark, otherwise it is set to 0.

PDIP(I.J) and KDIP(LJ) contains information of the d i pole between particles I and 1+1,
except if particle I is the last in a string of dipoles. In this case PDIP(I.2) is the invari-
ant p\ of the last emission in this string, and all other PD1P(U) and KDIP(1,J) arc set to 0.

PDIP(I.l) Invariant mass squared.

PD1P(I,2) "Parent" V\

PDIP(I,3) x\ of a possible emission as determined by AR3-JET. If it is set to - 1 . the dipole
has not yet been treated by AR3JET.

PDIP(M) 3-3 of a possible emission as determined by AR31ET.

PDIP(I,5) a = (/<//;,)° (// = KAR(5), Q =KAR(4) se COMMON /AROPTN/ below) the
soft supression factor for extended dipoles [5].

KD1P(I,1) The absolute value is the number of the last parton in the string. The sign
determines the direction of the colour flow.

KD1P(1.2) The absoli1'- "alue is the flavour of a possible QQ emission from this d i pole (0
if gluon emission). The sign determines wether the fiist(-) or last ( + ) gliion of the dipole is
to be split



COMMON /AROPTN/ IAR(10),KAR(10),VAR(10)

Parameters and switches used in ARIADNE

Administmtiw

IAR(l) (D=l) The first of the particles of the event record considered by ARIADNE.

IAR(2) (D=0) The last of the particles of the event record considered by ARIADNE. If il
is set to 0 the last particle is determined by N in /LVJETS/ [11]

IAR(3) (D=0) Maximilin number of emissions in ARIADNE. If il is sel loO ther»* is no limit.

IAR(-l) (D=500) Maximum no of particles allowed in the event record in ARIADNE.
If this is changed, corresponding changes must l>e made in COMMON /ARCONF/ and
/ARMEMO/.

IAR(5) (D=l) Initialization of the dipole event record. If it is set to 0 the initialization
normally made by ARPREP and ARSEPA must be made by the user.

1AR(6) (D=0) Strategy used to set Parameters and switches in ARSEPA:
0: No parameters are set
1: sets KAR(l)=0. KAR(2)=1, KAR(3)=1, KAR(4)=1, KAR(5)=5, KAK((i)=0.
VAR(l)=0.25,VAR(3)=0..1)0,VAR(4)=1.00,VAR(5)=0.938.PAR(12)=0.:}5. PAR(:H)=().r).
PAR(32)=0.75 (PAR(I) is in the /LUDAT1/ common block [11])
2: as 1 but KAR(1)=2. KAR(6)=1, VAR(l)=0.10. VAR(3)=0.40. PAR(32)=0.90
3: as 1 but KAR(5)=0
4: as 2 but KAR(5)=0
<0: the same a-s for IAR(6)>0 but parameters are only set in the first call

ARIADNE 3.1 uses PARJ(21), PAR.I(41) and PARJ(42) instead of PAR(12), PAR(31) and
PAR(32) respectively (see COMMON /LUDATl/ below).

IAR(7) Number of calls to ARIADNE.

1AR(8) (D=l) Fragmentation in AREEVT:
0: no fragmentation.
1: The AREEVT call finishes by an LVEXEC [11] call.

IAR(9-10)) Not used.



Physical Switches:

KAR(l) (D=0) Phase spate restrictions:
0: All emitted partons have invariant jtj smaller than the previously emitted partons.
1: All einittt I gluons have pj smaller than the previously emitted partons. No phase space
restrictions on QQ emissions.
2: No phase space restrictions. All dipoles completely independent.

KAR(2)(D=l)o.,:
0: ('oustant n, = YAR(2).
1: Running, n, = n0/ I"(/'//Aj^(/,) where /;f is the invariant transverse momentum used as
ordering variable | w also KAH(i")).

KAR(3) (D=l) Quark recoils:
0: All partons treated tliosamo.
1: Quarks take all recoil if not extended

KAR(-l) (D=l) Extended partons:
0: No special treatment oi extended partons.
1: Extended partons treated according to ref.[5].

KAR(5) (D=5) Maximum number of flavours in QQ emission.

KAR(6) (D=0) Definition of invariant /;j in QQ emission:
0: Jjf = (-?12 - (»M + I»?)2) * ("Zi ~ ('»2 + '"3)2)/*123

1 : / ; f = { « u - ( ' » i + »>2)2) * * 2 : \ / * v r . \
2: /;f = •Sia.si.

KAR(7) (D=0) Argument in running a, for gluon splitting
0: />f a.s defined by KAR((>)
1: Q2 = *23

KAR(8-10)Not. used

Physici

VAR(l) (D=0.250) AQCD »sed for o.,.

VAR(2) (I)=().2OO) Constant alpha strong (KAR(2)=0).

VAR(3) (I)=0.500) ('111011111 invariant pT •



VAH(4) (D=1.000) Power in soft supression a.

VARi5) (D=0.9-1s) Soft snpression parameter /i.

VAR(6-10)) Not used

3.4 Usage of JETSET common blocks

• COMMON /LVJETS/ N.K( 2000.2 ).P( 2000.5)
AK1ADNE 3-0 uses th«> evert record /LVJETS/ in JETSET «>.3. A string entry extending
from line ./, to Jt must, in order to be treated by ARIADNE, have K(l.l) DIV 10000 = I
for • / > < / < Ji and K(/j . l) DIV I0000 = 0. All other entries in the event record arc
unaffected by ARIADNE. A parton in a string thai is to be considered extended [•">] by
ARIADNE must have K(I.l) DIV 1000 = 13 for Jx < I < J2 or 1\{J2A) DIV l(K)0 = 3.
Note that e: tended partons must be made massless before ARIADNE is called.

ARIADNE considers the following situations as errors: If a colour (anti-) triplet parton is
found in the middle of a string
Jf either end of flie string is a colour octet parton (gluon).
If a colour singlet particle (uon parton) is found in a string.
If both ends of the s'ring is in the same colour (triplet or anti triplet) state.

• COMMON /LU.IETS/ N.K(-1000.5).P(4000.5).V(4000.5)('1

ARIADNE 3.1 uses the event record /LVJETS/ in JETSET 7.1. A string entry extending
from line J\ to J2 must. in order to be treated by ARIADNE, have K(I.l) = 2 for J\ < / < J2

and K(72,l) = 1. All other entries in the event record are unaffected by ARIADNE. A parton
in a string that is to be considered extended [5] by ARIADNE must have K(I,3) = 1 if not.
K(I,3) should be set to 0.

The same error sit uations descreibed a bove for ARIA DN E 3.0 applies also for A RIA DN K 3.I.

• COMMON /LVDAT1/ MST(40).PAR(80)

ARIADNE 3.0 uses the common block /LUDAT1/ from JETSET 6.3 to set the fragmenta-
tion parameters PAR(12), PAR(31) and PAR(32) to suitable values if 1AR(6) ± 0 (COM-
MON /AROPTN/). It also uses MST(20) as the file number to which all output is sent.

• COMMON /LVDAT1/ MSTV(200),PARV(200).MSTJ(200).PAR.J(200)«*)

ARIADNE 3.1 uses the common block /LVDAT1/ from JETSET 7.1 to set the fragmen-
tation parameters PAR.J(21). PAR.I(-ll) and PARJ(42) to suitable values if IAR((>) / 0
(COMMON /AROPTN/). It also uses MSTV(H) as the file minilier to which all output is
sent.

• COMMON /LVDAT2/ KTVP(r20).PMAS(120).KFR(S0).CFR(40)

ARIADNE 3.0 uses the common block /LVDAT2/ from JETSET 6.3 to obtain the ro-;
stituent quark masses. PMAS( 101) is the u-quark mass. PMAS( 102) the d-quark mass and
so on.
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COMMON/LUDAT2/KCHG(500,3),PMAS(500,4),PARF(2000).V(;iKM(4,4)(*>

ARIADNE 3.1 uses the common biock /LVDAT2/ from 'ETSET 7.1 to obtain the con-
stituent quark masses. PAR F( 101) is the d-quark mass, PAR F( 102 the u-quark mass and
soon.

4 Examples

Here I present two examples of main programs which uses ARIADNE. The first produces f*f
annihilation events and the second lepto production events.

The first program is extremely simple. It generates ten e+c~ annihilation events and lists
just before fragmentation and then again after fragmentations and decays. It looks like t his:

PHoCRAM EPLEMI

COMMON /LVJET5/ N.Kl 2000.7 ).P(2000.S)
COMMON /AROPTN/ IARI 10I.KARI 10I.VAR) 10)

C SET STRATEGY IN ARIADNE ACCORDING TO 1ARIS)

C NO FRAGMENTATION IN AREEVT

IAK|*)*O

Do 100 III.10

C GENERATE AN E+E- EVENT ON PARTON LEVEL AT »JO GEV CENTER OF MASS

CALL AREEVTI0.93 0)

CALL LUL1STI 111

r FRAGMENT THE RESULTING STRINGS

CALL Ll'EXEC

CALL Ll'LISTllI)

100 CONTINUE

END

The second program is more complicated. It uses the program LEPTO 5.2 [15] to generate ten
lepto production events at HERA energies. The LEPTO program is however restrained to only
consider the electro-week interaction. Then this program assigns a string between the stru-k
quark and the remanent of the hadron (considered extended) and allows it to cascade with an
ARIADNE call and fragment with a LVEXEC call. The process is monitored with a H'LIST
call after each step in the process.
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PROGRAM HERA

COMMON /Lt'JETS/ N.K(J00O.2).P(?O0O.i)
COMMON /LEPTOU/ CI.'T(I4 I.L5T(4O|.PARL[3O I.X.Y.WJ.QJ.l'

COMMON / A R O P T N / IARI 10),KAR| 10).VAK{ 101

DIMENSION ROBO(3)

C...NO FRAGMENTATION IN LEPTO ;

LST("I«O

C ...SET SIGMA KT :

PAKLCM.O1

C NO QCD IN LEPTO •

C SET LOWER CUTS IN (J2 AND \V2

Cl 'T(7 |«500 0

C. INITIALIZE LEPTO (ACCOIIDINO T o THE IIETIA EXPEfi'MENTl

CALL LINlTlO.r.O 0.0 O.io 0.0 0.0.0.-870 0.4 )

<• I.'SE STRATEGY IN AH1ADNE AfCoKDINC.; Tn IA1M<)

I A R K H S I

DO 10C isl.IO

M3T(J)=0
MST|2l»0

C. OENEnATE ONE LEPTO PRODUCTION EVENT ON ELETF'OW'EAK LFVEL

CALL LEPTO

C...ORIENTATE TO Q-CJQ (Q-QA) FRAME

DO 200 J»1.3
Ri'lBOl J|«( P( l.J)+P(C,J )|/(P( i.4 )+P(0.4l)

200 CONTINUE

CALL LVnoBO(0..0.,-ROBOII),-ROBO(2|,-noBO|.t)|

THETA«l.'LANGL(P(->.3),SqnT(P(l I ) "
PHIsl'LANUUPli.l ),P(i.2ll

CALL LI.1ROBO(O..PHI.O.,0.0 )
CALL LUROBO(.THETA,0.0.0 .0 I

O MAKE EXTENDED QUARK MASSLE5?

)
P|(l.M«0
P(•,.'. )«SQRT(g"
IF(P(S,3)GT.P(6,3)) THEN

ELSE
PM,3)«-Q
PIC.3)»tJ

EN DIF

C.TAG EXTENDED (3C00) AND POINTLIKE (10000) PARTON

K(',,I|»lOO00
K(«, 11.1000

C CHECK IF SPECTATOR HADRON EXISTS

IREM.N.C

CALL LI'LIST(ll)

I- PENFilRM THE CASCADE

CALL ARIADNE

C RESET TAG UN EXTENDED PARTON

K(N-IREM,ll-0
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CALL Ll'LIST(U)

C.PERPoftM FRAGMENTATION AND DECAYS

CALL LUEXEC

CALL H'LlSTlllI

100 CuNTINl'E

CALL AltVALU

END

Both programs should be loaded together with ARIADNE 3.0 and JETSET 6.3 [9]. In addition
the second should be loaded together with LEPTO 5.2 [15].

The first example translate easily into the JETSET 7.1 [10] and ARIADNE 3.1 notations. There
is however no version of LEPTO 5.2 [15] which run together with JETSET 7.1 at this moment.

5 Restrictions and technical information

During a cascade ARIADNE has to do a large amount of boosts. Although the boost routine
ARUODO is written in double precision it may happen for events at very high energy (many
emissions) that energy and momentum is not completely conserved. This may result in a warning
from JETSET if LUEXEC [11] is called afterwards. For e.g. LEP energies such erroneous events
occur loss than once every 10" events.

The code is written entirely in FORTRAN 77. All double precision variables have as first character
D. and are declared by IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION(D). No other variable names have D
as first character. All subroutine and common block names start with the characters AR.

ARIADNE 3.0 must be loaded together with JETSET 6.3 [9].

ARIADNE 3.1 must be loaded together with JETSET 7.1 '10].
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